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WARNING! This item is not a toy and therefore not suitable for persons under 16 years of age. Please adhere to your country’s safety guidelines during construction and operation of
this item. We are not liable for any personal injury or damage of any kind resulting with the assembly and/or use of our products as we are neither able to delegate nor verify the
assembly and/or use of these items.

24 Month Limited Warranty : The manufacturer of this unit warrants this product to be free from defects in material and workmanship for a period of 24 (twenty-four) months from date
of purchase. During that period, we will repair or replace, at our option, any unit supplied through us that does not meet these standards. You will be required to provide proof of
purchase (receipt or invoice). Defects caused by abuse, misuse, or accident, etc. are not covered under this warranty. Under no circumstances will the purchaser be entitled to
consequential or incidental damages. If you attempt to dissassemble, modify, or repair this unit in any way yourself it may void the warranty. For service to your MiniPitchController
send it post paid and insured to the address stated on the front page of this manual (please ensure adequate and safe packaging).

The RME controls the two servos used for retrct mechansim of model
submarine AKULA K-317. This unit replaces the former relay block.
Both servos, for dive plane as well as retract servo, are connected to
the RME at 3-pole pin rows marked A and B:
A: dive plane servo
B: servo for retraction/extraction of dive planes

The dive plane servo connects directly to the RME. This unit
automatically identifies the servo's neutral position. Therefore, the
micro switch used for the standard relay block becomes redundant
(cutting of servo wire is also no longer necessary). 

• Connection: Wire lead marked "Rx" is plugged into dive plane servo
channel of the receiver; alternatively, this can also be a pitch
controller. 
The second wire lead, marked "Prog" (and knotted), connects to
another channel of the receiver. This channel is only used for initial
adjustment of the mechanism's end position "fully retracted" and "fully
extracted" via a proportional channel on the transmitter (control stick).
After this has been done, pull the wire off the reciever; it remains
redundant unless the mechanism requires readjustment. 

• Control: As soon as the pin on the RME marked with "-" is
connected to ground (e.g. minus polarity of reiver battery) the unit
switches the dive planes to extract. This function can be switched by a
so-called Decoder (like robbe Multi Switch or Graupner Nautic) or by
electronic 4-channel switch MINI, item no. 8431.

• Adjustment: For initial setup only the retract servos needs to be
connected to the RME. Both wire leads, "Prog" and "Rx", must be
plugged into the appropriate channels of the receiver. No linkage
(clevis) is connected to the servo arm, yet. After having powered up
the receiver the servo turns to position "fully retracted". The linkage is
now to be connected to the servo arm so that the dive planes actually
correspond to the position "fully retracted".  Then switch the
mechanism to "extract" (via Decoder of 4-channel mini switch 8431). 

Both end positions can now be fine tuned via the "Prog"-channel.
Then the "Prog"-cable is removed and left idle.

It is recommended to check the current consumption of the retract
servo with an ampere meter which is set in between the receiver and
receiver battery. Consumption should be at about 0.1 A (or less). A
higher value can be reduced by simply readjusting the respective end
position via the “Prog” lead; even minimal adjustment can greatly
reduce current consumption of the servo.

Plug the dive plane servo onto the RME and ensure that servo trim on
your transmitter is in neutral. Connect linkage to the servo's control
arm. Servo throw might need to be limited (if your Tx features such
adjustment) so that the planes do not collide with the base of the
mechanism.

• Operation: As long as pin marked "-" is switched to ground, dive
planes remain extracted. Once switched off, initiates the retract mode.
First the dive plane servo is automatically brought to neutral; then,
after a short pause, the dive planes are retracted.

Please note: The RMR should only be operated in combination with
digital servos (item no. GR7946). "Normal" servos tend to twitch in the
instant when the receiver is turned on. This happens while the dive
planes are still retracted, putting quite some tension on the servo
gears as well as the dive plane mechanism. A digital servo does not
show such behavior as it will only respond to actual control impulses.

• Servo Reverse: Direction of rotation does vary amongst servo
brands. Servo rotation can be inversed by plugging or unplugging the
jumper on the RME.
WITH jumper: robbe/Futaba
NO jumper: Graupner

Correct direction of rotation must be verified before initial operation!




